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Tena Koutou everyone!  We hope you all had a great holiday period and got  

recharged for the new year. A lot has happened during the last six months including a small 

tornado in the New Plymouth suburb of Moturoa, a special award for one of our volunteers 

plus a couple of new faces joined the  team  

MOTUROA TORNADO  

 RESPONSE 

On the 20th August, just after 5.35pm, a tornado hit the 

Moturoa area of New Plymouth – smashing into  

properties on French Street, Belt Road, Gaine Street, 

Devon St West and Cutfield Road.  

Emergency services arrived on scene quickly to  

assist affected residents. Firefighters worked late in to 

the evening to secure the homes, using the old blue 

and yellow Civil Defence tarps from the TEMO  

basement to weatherproof the damaged houses.  

Taranaki Civil Defence responded with  

TEMO and NPDC CDEM Staff arriving on scene soon 

afterwards to assist as needed. NPDC also  

followed up with residents to ensure they were cared 

for in the days after the emergency. 

In total, six houses were uninhabitable; 17 sustained  

minor damage with 26 houses assessed but no  

assistance needed.  

It was very fortunate there were no injuries. 

Right after the tornado hit neighbours were out and 

about offering to help others in any way 

possible.  What a great community we live in.  

Adding just one bottle of water to the trolley each 

time you shop will make life a lot easier when the 

next emergency happens.  

Make the change.  
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CITIZEN’S AWARD FOR ONE OF OUR OWN  

Civil Defence attracts a high calibre of volunteer. We are grateful to have a 

pool of volunteers with incredible skills and experience.  

David Leask is one of those and this year he was awarded a New Plymouth  

District Council Citizen Award for his services to the community, specifically 

Civil Defence Emergency Management, scouting, his church and to a local 

school breakfast club.  

David has been involved in Civil Defence, initially through the Amateur Radio 

Club and directly with CDEM since the 1970s. David was appointed as  

Alternate Controller in 2007. The role of Alternate Controller is not a voluntary 

role taken lightly. David has brought many skills and qualities to this role,  

including leadership, technical expertise, media competency, and a calm and 

empathetic disposition. To this day David does not shirk from these duties 

providing guidance and robust debate on matters of CDEM. He is highly valued 

by CDEM staff and volunteers, past and present.  

He has served as Alternate Controller in significant events including Cyclone 

Bola (1988); Inglewood Tornado (1990); Cyclone Hilda (1990) Oakura  

Tornadoes (2007), and Waitotara Floods (2015). 

More recently David has given presentations to community groups and  

retirement villages as requested. David is always willing to assist to further the 

preparation and response to Civil Defence Emergencies.  

David was overseas at the time of the Citizen Award ceremony so we held a 

celebration at the Group Office, with Daisy Lean, ex Controller for Taranaki and 

Deputy Chairman at the Taranaki Regional Council, presenting David’s  

certificate to him.   

MEET BRUCE 

If you are one of our designated Civil Defence Centres, you would have heard the voice of Bruce Bellini. Bruce is contracted to main-

tain our radio network, and each week tests our radios around the region. 

The radios are tested weekly to ensure the radios are operational . In addition, Bruce says, the testing ensures we have competent 

radio users in the case of an emergency. Many people are radio shy when they realise that half the world is listening to them, they 

freeze”.   

Bruce asserts that radios can be important in the first stage of a response, where mobile and internet services can be overloaded or 

down. All our radio repeaters have back-ups if the power goes down.  

Bruce first got involved in radios when his parents listened to amateur radio, and then joined the post office after leaving school and 

trained as a telegraphist, utilising morse code and radio. Off-duty, towards the end of his training on 10 April 1968, he was woken by 

his supervisor to get to work at the Wellington Radio ZLW, where the Post Office had the responsibility for radio communication 

with ships, to assist due to an event. Bruce worked that day while the Wahine tragedy unfolded.  

Bruce has also served on the parliamentary sub-committee for the introduction on FM broadcasting in the late 1970s.  

Bruce says that to be  competent on radio requires operational experience and training. Levels of stress can be high during a  

response, the radio users need to remain calm, and speak clearly. When people are stressed they are more likely to speak fast and 

loud. Training opportunities are not common and this could cause a problem in the future to get trained operators.  

Future upgrades to the radio system include having  the radios installed into ‘pelican cases’ to allow for alternate power charging 

through car batteries; and replacing radios with digital technology, which while it doesn’t change our system is a government  

requirement to take up less radio spectrum space. 

ABOVE: David Leask, recent award winner  

BELOW: Bruce Bellini, CDEM Radio Operator  
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TRAINING UPDATE  

We’ve been racing through training courses lately with a 

whole lot more planned for 2019 including our first ITF 

function courses in Public Information Management,  

Logistics and Welfare.  

Here’s where we are at with progressing towards our  

current goals of registering and training 500 community 

volunteers to Foundation Level and 500 EOC/ECC staff to 

Intermediate level: 

82 community volunteers trained to Foundation level 

81 EOC/ECC staff trained to Intermediate level  

= 10 people 

OUR NEW TEAM MEMBERS 

Pip comes from Methanex where 

she was contracting as a  

Business Administrator and  

formerly, FirstGas as PA to the 

Chief Operation Officer. 

Pip prides herself on her  

organisation abilities and will  

continue to provide  

comprehensive administration 

support to the Team, Advisory 

Groups and liaise with NPDC to 

ensure all operational functions 

run smoothly.  

Pip Johnson - Administrator Craig Thorne - Analyst 

Craig joins Teresa in the planning 

and policy team.  

Relocating from Christchurch 

with his family, Craig joins us 

from a career within the New 

Zealand Defence Force.  

We’re looking forward to him 

contributing his analytical ability 

to Emergency Management here 

at Taranaki Emergency Manage-

ment Group Office.  

STRATFORD DISTRICT COUNCIL UPDATE 

Stratford is working hard on their Civil Defence Emergency  

Management programme.  Here’s they've been up to: 

• We have trained 30 staff in Foundation training and looking to  

upgrade levels as staff availability allows. 

• Staff are now part of and participating in various advisory groups. 

• Initial training for local and alternate controller has taken place along with 

CIMS4 for training for selected staff growing more capability and under-

standing 

• We have had community meetings at Toko and  

Whangamomona 

• We’re getting the EOC up and running with response trays  sorted for CIMS 

functions, the laptops have been ordered and the CIMS vests have arrived. 

• We attended the CDEM volcanic fieldtrip which was informative and worth-

while on our largest  risk. 

One extra can of long lasting food each time you 

shop may make the difference for your family in an 

emergency.  

Make the change.  



Emergency managers and university researchers explore  

Mt Taranaki’s explosive history 

In early November, emergency managers and  

university researchers organised a field trip around 

Mt Taranaki, to contextualise the potential hazards 

and impacts from a future volcanic eruption. We 

explored Mt Taranaki’s eruptive history,  

forecasting and hazard modelling, infrastructure 

vulnerabilities, and local sites of regional and 

 national importance. 

The field trip participants were from a wide range 

of agencies, including Taranaki’s CDEM Group  

Office, university researchers, District Councils, and 

DoC representatives. CDEM participants included  

controllers, recovery managers, and other 

 members of the Group’s Incident Management 

Team. This field trip further contributes to the  

ongoing conversation between researchers and 

decision-makers, to better prepare for a response 

to a complex volcanic event at Mt Taranaki. 

The field trip sites highlighted the region’s diverse  

geology and key infrastructure sites, which  

included  

Hangatahua (Stony) River, Warea debris flow  

hummocks, Māui natural gas production site, and 

Kapuni gas and water treatment plants.  

Throughout the day, we observed evidence of 

hazards produced during past eruptions at Mt 

Taranaki, including volcanic ash, pyroclastic flow, 

lahar and debris flow deposits.  

Associate Professors Jon Procter (Massey  

University) and Tom Wilson (University of  

Canterbury) led the discussions, which ranged 

from how volcanic mud flows (lahars) are formed, 

to the challenges of infrastructure management 

decision-making during a complex volcanic  

eruption. The day ended with a visit to Stratford 

grid exit point (GXP), a critical site for Taranaki, 

where asset failure could cause regional loss of 

power. 

The trip was funded by the Natural Hazards  

Research Platform (NHRP) project “Quantifying 

exposure to specific and multiple volcanic  

hazards”, and was organised with the assistance 

of the Taranaki CDEM Group Office. Many thanks 

to all contributors and participants for a  

successful fieldtrip. 

Photo credits (all): Dr Carol Stewart (Massey Uni-

versity) 

Alana Weir, PhD Student, University of Canter-

bury, (article taken from MCDEM e-bulletin  

Photo:  Lahar and debris flow deposits at the Opunake sea 

 cliffs.  

Photo:  Observing the Hangatahua (Stony) River lahar, debris 

 flow and ash deposits   


